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ABSTRACT

A global climatology of warm conveyor belts (WCBs) is presented for the years 1979–2010, based on

trajectories calculated with Interim ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) data. WCB trajectories are iden-

tified as strongly ascending air parcels (600 hPa in 2 days) near extratropical cyclones. Corroborating earlier

studies, WCBs are more frequent during winter than summer and they ascend preferentially in the western

ocean basins between 258 and 508 latitude. Before ascending, WCB trajectories typically approach from the

subtropics in summer and from more midlatitude regions in winter. Considering humidity, cloud water, and

potential temperature along WCBs confirms that they experience strong condensation and integrated latent

heating during the ascent (typically.20K). Liquid and ice water contents alongWCBs peak at about 700 and

550 hPa, respectively. The mean potential vorticity (PV) evolution shows typical tropospheric values near

900 hPa, followed by an increase to almost 1 potential vorticity unit (PVU) at 700 hPa, and a decrease to less

than 0.5 PVU at 300 hPa. These low PV values in the upper troposphere constitute significant negative

anomalies with amplitudes of 1–3 PVU, which can strongly influence the downstream flow. Considering the

low-level diabatic PVproduction, (i)WCBs starting at low latitudes (,408) are unlikely to attain high PV (due

to weak planetary vorticity) although they exhibit the strongest latent heating, and (ii) for those ascending at

higher latitudes, a strong vertical heating gradient and high absolute vorticity are both important. This study

therefore provides climatological insight into the cloud diabatic formation of significant positive and negative

PV anomalies in the extratropical lower and upper troposphere, respectively.

1. Introduction

Extratropical cyclones are everyday phenomena that

can cause adverse weather and significantly impact our

climate. They are an important component of the at-

mospheric general circulation since they transfer large

amounts of heat, moisture, and momentum poleward

(e.g., Hartmann 1994; Holton 2004). Studies on extra-

tropical cyclones and the structure of their cloud and

precipitation distributions go back to the nineteenth and

early twentieth century, when the classical Norwegian

polar-front theory emphasized the role of preexisting

surface fronts for cyclone development and the formation

of precipitation (Bjerknes and Solberg 1922). Although

many modifications and extensions have become nec-

essary in the following years, this concept has served as

a cornerstone of synoptic meteorology until today, since

it offers a coherent framework for a unified view of the

processes and evolution of cyclonic weather systems

(Reed 1990; Friedman 1999).

Later, isentropic analyses of the airflow in a coor-

dinate system moving with the cyclone evidenced the

presence of three distinct airstreams associated with

extratropical cyclones: the dry intrusion (e.g., Reed and

Danielsen 1959), the warm conveyor belt (WCB; e.g.,

Green et al. 1966; Harrold 1973; Browning et al. 1973),

and the cold conveyor belt (e.g., Carlson 1980). These

airstreams build the quasi-Lagrangian conveyor belt

model, which is particularly useful for the interpretation

of satellite imagery [see the overview articles by Browning

(1990) and Browning and Roberts (1994)]. Additional

evidence for the existence of conveyor belts was provided

by Wernli and Davies (1997) and Wernli (1997), who
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used a fully Lagrangian approach based on trajectory

calculations and objective selection criteria in order to

identify coherent ensembles of trajectories with distinct

physical properties. It was found that the dry intrusion

can be identified as an ensemble of trajectories charac-

terized by maximum descent (Wernli 1997). Similarly,

the WCB can be identified objectively as a trajectory

ensemble characterized by maximum ascent, increase in

potential temperature, or decrease in specific humidity

integrated along trajectories during a time period of two

days, a time period comparable to the growth phase of

extratropical cyclones. In other words, WCBs corre-

spond to intense cross-isentropic (i.e., diabatic) airflows.

In recent years, several studies used such a Lagrangian

approach to identify WCBs (see below).

In this climatological study we focus on WCBs. They

are particularly relevant as they transport large quanti-

ties of sensible and latent heat upward and poleward,

and they are the primary cloud-producing extratropical

flow structure responsible for the major part of precip-

itation associated with extratropical cyclones (Browning

1990). WCBs usually have their origin in the moist

subtropical marine boundary layer between 208 and 458

(Wernli and Davies 1997) and are more frequent in

winter than in summer, as found in the pioneering cli-

matologies of WCBs (Stohl 2001; Eckhardt et al. 2004).

WCBs are also relevant for atmospheric chemistry.

Because of their rapid ascent to the upper troposphere,

WCBs originating over (or downstream of) continents

can transport high concentrations of ozone (and other

pollutants) from the boundary layer to the upper tro-

posphere and consequently influence the chemical

composition in the free troposphere (Arnold et al. 1997;

Bethan et al. 1998; Stohl and Trickl 1999; Stohl 2001).

On the time scale of a few days, WCBs can transport

pollution from one continent to another (Stohl et al.

2002). Sinclair et al. (2008) pointed out that WCBs are

the dominant advective transport mechanism for bound-

ary layer ventilation and transport into the free tropo-

sphere.According to trajectory calculations using reanalysis

data, some WCB trajectories cross the tropopause

(Stohl 2001; Eckhardt et al. 2004) and therefore influ-

ence atmospheric composition also in the lowermost

stratosphere.

In addition to the key role of WCBs for the formation

of precipitation and the transport of atmospheric con-

stituents, they are highly relevant from a dynamical

point of view. It is attractive to study the dynamical in-

fluence of WCBs from the potential vorticity (PV) per-

spective, since WCBs influence the tropospheric PV

distribution in different ways. The PV modification

within WCBs is a central aspect of this study. According

to, for example, Hoskins et al. (1985) and Haynes and

McIntyre (1987), latent heat release due to condensa-

tion (which is very pronounced withinWCB flows) leads

to the material production and destruction of PV. De-

fining PV in pressure coordinates

PV 5 2gh � $
p
u , (1)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity and

h5 fk1$p 3 v is the absolute vorticity in pressure co-

ordinates (f is the Coriolis parameter and v the hori-

zontal wind on a pressure surface), the Lagrangian rate

of change of potential vorticity (D/Dt)PV can be ex-

pressed as follows:

D

Dt
PV 5 2gh � $p

_u , (2)

where _u is the diabatic heating rate. Frictional processes

are neglected in the above equation. Under the as-

sumption that the vertical gradient of the diabatic

heating rate dominates, it follows that PV is generated

below the level of maximum diabatic heating (decrease

of _u with pressure) and is destroyed above, assuming

a positive vertical component of absolute vorticity

(Stoelinga 1996). Wernli (1997) studied the evolution

of PV along several WCBs and observed low PV

values [;0.5 PVU; 1 potential vorticity unit (PVU) 5

1026Km2kg21s21] in the WCB inflow in the lower

troposphere, followed by an increase to more than 1

PVU in themidtroposphere and a successive decrease to

0.5 PVU or less in the WCB outflow in the upper tro-

posphere. Similar results are reported by Wernli and

Davies (1997) for a set of North Atlantic WCBs in Jan-

uary 1993. The detailed mesoscale modeling study by

Joos and Wernli (2012) confirmed this behavior of PV

along a WCB and emphasized the importance of dif-

ferent microphysical processes such as condensation and

depositional growth of snow for the diabatic PV modi-

fication. The positive PV anomaly, which forms in the

midtroposphere, is regarded to be important for the

evolution of the cyclone and its intensity (Davis and

Emanuel 1991; Stoelinga 1996), in particular if theWCB

ascent occurs close to the cyclone center. In other cases,

the WCB ascent is located along the cold front (i.e.,

relatively far away from the cyclone center), and in these

cases the effect of the diabatically produced positive PV

anomaly is mainly to increase the poleward advection of

warm and moist air (Lackmann 2002).

Negative PV anomalies occur in the WCB outflow

regions in the upper troposphere at the level of the

midlatitude jet stream. These anomalies can enhance

the amplitude of upper-level ridges (Pomroy and Thorpe

2000), which in turn can be key for the downstream
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amplification and the breaking of upper-level Rossby

waves (Massacand et al. 2001). The downstream wave

breaking can lead to the formation of PV streamers,

which can act as precursors of heavy precipitation events

(e.g., Massacand et al. 1998; Knippertz andMartin 2005;

Martius et al. 2006). This has been illustrated in some

detail in a North Atlantic case study by Grams et al.

(2011), who found that the negative upper-level PV

anomaly enhanced by the WCB contributed first to the

ridge building downstream of the WCB and then to the

subsequent formation of a PV streamer, which triggered

Mediterranean cyclogenesis and intense precipitation.

A similar effect of WCBs at the outflow level was found

by Schemm et al. (2013), who studied the PV evolution

along WCBs within an idealized moist baroclinic wave.

This brief overview on the one hand highlights the

importance of WCBs for the evolution of midlatitude

weather systems and their associated precipitation and,

on the other hand, emphasizes the complex interaction

of physical and dynamical processes associated with

WCBs, which have not yet been fully investigated on

a climatological basis. So far, only a few studies have

investigated the frequency distribution and interannual

variability of WCBs. Wernli and Davies (1997) objec-

tively identified WCBs in the Northern Hemisphere

during January 1993 and found that they are frequent

features of the midlatitude wintertime circulation with,

on average, an integrated latent heating of more than

20K. Stohl (2001) and Eckhardt et al. (2004) used the

15-yr European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-15) dataset

(1979–93) to produce the first global climatologies of

WCBs. Given the importance of WCBs, it is the aim of

this two-part paper to use a state-of-the-art reanalysis

dataset to investigate in detail their climatological char-

acteristics. This first paper focuses on the objective

identification of WCBs, the seasonal and regional vari-

ations of their frequency of occurrence, and the evolu-

tion of key properties, in particular PV, along these

airstreams. The second part of this study (Pfahl et al.

2013, hereafter Part II) investigates novel aspects of

WCBs, in particular their evaporative moisture sources

and their relevance for precipitation in general and ex-

treme precipitation events in particular.

In section 2, the method of objectively identifying

WCBs is explained, which is a refined approach of the

one previously used by, for instance, Wernli and Davies

(1997) and Eckhardt et al. (2004). In section 3 the global

climatology of WCBs is presented for the years 1979–

2010. An analysis of the evolution of different parame-

ters along the WCB trajectories is then discussed in

section 4, and section 5 presents a detailed discussion of

the diabatic PV modification along WCBs. A discussion

about potential limitations of the study and the main

conclusions follow in section 6.

2. Data and methods

a. Calculation of trajectories

The calculation of the WCB trajectories is based

on the Interim ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim)

dataset (Simmons et al. 2006; Dee et al. 2011) and the

Lagrangian Analysis Tool (LAGRANTO; Wernli and

Davies 1997). LAGRANTO calculates three-dimensional

kinematic trajectories, using the three-dimensional anal-

ysis wind fields with an iterative predictor–corrector

procedure and a computational time step of 30min.

Fields from ERA-Interim are available every 6 h and on

60 vertical levels (from the surface to 0.1 hPa) and have

been interpolated from T255 spectral resolution to a

regular grid with 18 horizontal resolution. The consid-

ered time period extends from 1979 to 2010.

Every 6 h, 2-day forward trajectories were started

from a set of starting points in the lower troposphere.

Horizontally the starting points are located every 80 km

and vertically every 20 hPa within the layer from 1050 to

790 hPa, leading to more than 800 000 trajectories per

time step, which represent the flow of the entire lower-

most troposphere. The identified 2-day WCB trajecto-

ries (see next subsection) are then extended 10 days

backward and forward, yielding a total trajectory dura-

tion of 22 days. Along these trajectories, a comprehen-

sive set of variables is traced, together with trajectory

position (longitude and latitude) and pressure. These

variables are specific humidity q, cloud liquid and ice

water content (LWC and IWC, respectively), relative

humidity (RH), potential temperature u, and potential

vorticity. The variables RH, u, and PV have been calcu-

lated previously from the primary model-level dataset.

b. WCB selection criteria

To identify WCB trajectories, a Lagrangian selection

criterion based on the rapid ascent of WCB trajectories

is used similar to previous studies (e.g., Wernli and

Davies 1997; Eckhardt et al. 2004). In this study the

criterion of ascent from the lowermost troposphere

(extending from the surface to 790 hPa) of more than

600 hPa within 2 days is used. Wernli and Davies (1997)

showed that this simple geometric criterion leads to

similar results to criteria focusing on a large increase in

potential temperature or decrease of specific humidity.

This criterion of ascent exceeding 600 hPa within 2 days

is fairly strong. In all situations where some trajectories

fulfill this criterion, there is an even larger number of

trajectories that are characterized by a weaker ascent

1 JANUARY 2014 MADONNA ET AL . 5



(e.g., 500 hPa) within the same time period. This indi-

cates that our criterion focuses on the trajectories with

maximum integrated ascent (and the strongest diabatic

heating), which are most relevant for modifying the

upper-tropospheric flow at the jet stream level, as dis-

cussed in the introduction. However, we do not aim at

identifying the entire air mass ascending in the warm

sector of an extratropical cyclone.

With our setup of starting the trajectories globally in

the low troposphere every 6 h, this Lagrangian selection

criterion of maximum ascent is not sufficient to obtain

a robust climatology ofWCBs. Two additional filters have

to be applied to the trajectories that fulfill the 600-hPa

ascent criterion, the first to avoid a double counting of

WCB trajectories and the second to make sure that the

ascent occurs in the vicinity of an extratropical cyclone.

Rapid and deep ascent occurs also, for example for

trajectories within summertime continental convection,

and they should not be classified as WCBs. The two fil-

ters are explained in the following paragraphs.

A double counting of WCB trajectories can occur, for

instance, if the 600-hPa ascent occurs during a shorter

period than the overall trajectory integration of 48 h. In

such a situation, the same air mass fulfills the selection

criterion for different starting times. Therefore, a filter

has been designed to consider such rapidly ascending

trajectories only during the last 2-day time period for

which the ascent criterion is fulfilled. (Our results do not

depend on this choice of considering these trajectories

during the last time period, but it is important to only

count them once.) Figure 1a illustrates this selection

procedure. Trajectory A represents an unproblematic

case, where the air parcel starts in the boundary layer at

t 5 0 h, rises above the 790-hPa level at t 5 6 h, and

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic to explain the filter criterion that avoids the double counting of WCB

trajectories. Trajectories A and B are identified as potential WCB trajectories during the time

period t5 0–48 h, trajectory C during t 5 6–54 h, and trajectory D during t5 12–60 h (see text

for details). (b) Schematic to illustrate the procedure to check the match between WCB tra-

jectories and surface cyclones. At least at one 6-hourly time step the WCB trajectory must be

located within a two-dimensional cyclone field.
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reaches a total ascent of 600 hPa after 48 h when it stops

rising. Clearly, this trajectory only fulfills the ascent

criterion during the time period t 5 0–48 h. The same is

true for trajectory B, which continues to ascend after t5

48 h. This trajectory also rises more than 600 hPa during

t 5 6–54 h, but at t 5 6 h it is already located above the

790-hPa level. Therefore, since we only start trajectories

at pressure levels larger than 790 hPa, this trajectory

is not calculated during the t 5 6–54 h period and no

double-counting problem occurs. In contrast, trajectory

C fulfills the ascent criterion during the 2-day periods

from t 5 0–48 h and t 5 6–54 h, because at t 5 6 h the

trajectory is still located at p . 790 hPa. The filter

therefore eliminates trajectory C as a WCB trajectory

for the first of these time periods and keeps it during the

second period.1 Trajectory D represents a very rapidly

ascending WCB trajectory, which fulfills the selection

criterion during three 2-day periods when t5 0–48 h, t5

6–54 h, and t 5 12–60 h. Our choice is to only consider

this trajectory during the last of these periods (i.e., from

t5 12 to 60 h). The effect of our choice is that all selected

WCB trajectories start to ascend at the beginning of

their 2-day period and that their vertical position might

be less coherent toward the end of this period (e.g.,

trajectory D reaches maximum altitude already after

36 h, whereas this occurs after 48 h for trajectories A and

C, and after 54 h for trajectory B).

In addition, we require that the ascent of WCB tra-

jectories occur in the vicinity of an extratropical cyclone.

This allows us to separate upward motion associated

with WCBs in extratropical cyclones from deep con-

vective systems in the tropics and extratropics. For this

second filter, we consider the trajectory positions rela-

tive to the position of extratropical cyclones. To identify

cyclones, the method described by Wernli and Schwierz

(2006) (with a few modifications) is used. This method

identifies surface cyclones as two-dimensional features,

which contain one (or several) local sea level pressure

(SLP) minima enclosed by the outermost closed SLP

contour. The 6-hourly SLP fields from the ERA-Interim

dataset are used to obtain a global climatology of surface

cyclones. The modifications with respect to the original

method (Wernli and Schwierz 2006) are as follows: 1)

starting from every local SLP minimum, closed isobars

are identified at intervals of 0.5 hPa (instead of 2 hPa),

which allows us to identify also very weak cyclones, and

2) cyclones that are close to each other (e.g., binary

cyclones with two local SLPminima) are merged as long

as the length of the outermost closed contour does not

exceed 7500 km. To exclude tropical cyclones, identified

cyclones between 258N and 258S are not considered for

the matching with the potential WCB trajectories. As

illustrated in Fig. 1b, a trajectory is finally considered as

a WCB trajectory if its horizontal position is located

within a two-dimensional surface cyclone field for at least

one 6-hourly time step during the 48-h ascent phase. This

matching of the positions of the WCB and the cyclone at

one time only might appear as a weak constraint. How-

ever, since some cyclones are rather small and WCBs

can move rapidly, the one-time matching is appropriate.

From the 37 billion trajectories started during the

32 years, only 0.36% fulfill the 600-hPa ascent criterion

in 2 days. After the filtering procedures, only 1/6 of these

strongly ascending trajectories are retained as WCB tra-

jectories, indicating the importance of the two filters. The

final number of WCB trajectories investigated in this

climatology then corresponds to more than 20 million.

c. Illustration of the filtering procedure

An example of the effect of the two filtering pro-

cedures is shown in Fig. 2 for trajectories starting at

1200 UTC 20 September 1993. Colored lines represent

the 48-h trajectories that fulfill the 600-hPa ascent cri-

terion and black contours show the sea level pressure

24 h after the start of the trajectories. Trajectories that

are eliminated by the first filter are shown in purple (e.g.,

over northern Europe). They are identified as WCB

trajectories during a later 2-day time period. Mainly in

the tropics bundles of ascending trajectories are found,

which do not show a large horizontal displacement and

which are far away from extratropical cyclones. They are

eliminated by the second filter and shown in green.

There are some green trajectories also in the extratropics,

which, according to our procedure, are not directly re-

lated to a SLP minimum, for example to the east of

Japan. It is likely that these trajectories ascend rapidly

due to intense convection along the trailing cold front,

too far from the cyclone center (i.e., outside of the cy-

clone region) to be classified as WCB trajectories. The

remaining trajectories are classified asWCB trajectories

and are colored with pressure. They form fairly coherent

ensembles and reveal a fast poleward ascent. At upper

levels (;300 hPa) they typically lose coherency. In the

Southern Hemisphere (SH) we observe five WCBs dis-

tributed over all longitudes, starting between 208 and 408S

and reaching as far poleward as 608S. In the Northern

Hemisphere (NH) four WCBs are identified, including

a very intense one in the North Atlantic with an outflow

1To be precise we note that the considered trajectory started at

t5 6 h is not exactly identical to the one starting at t5 0 h since the

one at t5 6 h starts on the predefined starting grid, whereas the

other starts on the same grid 6 h earlier and then, at t5 6 h, might

not be located exactly at a starting grid point. However, since in

both cases our starting grid covers the entire lowermost tropo-

sphere, the two trajectories represent the same air mass.
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reaching 808N. This example illustrates the filtering and

indicates that the procedure is able to identify WCBs in

a meaningful way.

One has to keep in mind that WCBs are three-

dimensional flow features that evolve in time. Some of

the identifiedWCBs can last up to several days, meaning

that a sequence of WCB trajectories can be identified

during consecutive 6-hourly separated 2-day time pe-

riods, of course with an evolving starting region, shape,

and outflow pattern. Such a time sequence was shown by

Wernli (1997, their Fig. 12). For the example shown in

Fig. 2, the feature in the North Atlantic (between 808E

and 08) is identified for the first time at 1800 UTC 18

September and is detected until 0000UTC 23 September.

For instance, at 1200 UTC 20 September the WCB con-

sists of 241 trajectories, which start (on average) at

911 hPa and reach the 280-hPa level after 48 h. During

their ascent they experience an averaged decrease of

specific humidity of almost 12 g kg21, a concomitant in-

crease of potential temperature by 26K, and a PV

evolution from initially 0.47 PVU to a maximum of 0.81

PVU after 12 h followed by a decrease to 0.23 PVU at

48 h. Comparable values of these quantities have been

found in previous studies of WCBs (e.g., Wernli 1997;

Wernli and Davies 1997), which supports the reliability

of our method to identify WCBs. Here we also like to

note that these diabatic changes of q and u are consis-

tent: the increase of u is related to the decrease in q by

Du 5 2(p0/p)
k(L/cp)Dq, where k 5 0.286, L and cp de-

note the latent heat of condensation and the specific

heat capacity of water, respectively, and p0 is a reference

pressure of 1000 hPa. Assuming that 12 g kg21 of water

vapor condense at an average pressure of 750 hPa leads

to an estimate of the concomitant increase of u by about

32K, which is slightly higher than but qualitatively

consistent with the observed 26K. For the diabatic PV

modifications a simple estimate is difficult since it de-

pends strongly on the detailed structure of the latent

heating and vorticity fields, as discussed below.

d. An example WCB

Before proceeding to the climatological results, a brief

case study is presented in order to illustrate the potential

role of the low PV values in the WCB outflow for mod-

ifying the subsequent upper-level flow evolution down-

stream. We choose a WCB that preceded the formation

of a severely damaging heavy precipitation event in

southern Switzerland during 22–24 September 1993

(Massacand et al. 2001). [Further details of the event,

which mainly affected the city of Brig (black star in

FIG. 2. Two-day trajectories started at 1200 UTC 20 Sep 1993 and SLP at 1200 UTC 21 Sep

1993 (black contours, every 5 hPa). The purple trajectories are those removed by the double-

counting filter whereas the green ones are removed by the cyclone identification filter. The

remaining trajectories are colored with pressure and classified as WCB trajectories. The gray

boxes are used for the analysis in section 4. The labels refer to the North Pacific (NP), North

Atlantic (NA), western and central Asia (AS), the South Pacific (SP), SouthAtlantic (SA), and

the Indian Ocean (IN).
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Fig. 3a), can be found in the studies by, say, BAFU

(1994) and Buzzi and Foschini (2000).] The presence

of an intense, north–south aligned, and slowly moving

upper-level PV streamer to the west of the Alps (see

Figs. 3b,c) was a key factor leading to this event, as dis-

cussed by Massacand et al. (1998). Figure 3 shows the

evolution of the PV structure on the 325-K isentrope,

together with 6-hourly accumulated precipitation (green

contours) and the WCB trajectories (gray lines), daily

from 1200UTC21 September to 1200UTC24 September.

In every panel, the WCB trajectory positions at the end

of the 2-day ascent are marked with a black symbol if

they cross the 325-K isentrope.

At 1200 UTC 21 September (Fig. 3a), a pronounced

wave pattern extends from North America to eastern

Europe, with a positive PV anomaly over the United

Kingdom (the precursor of the PV streamer) and an

intense upstream ridge over the central North Atlantic.

At this time only few WCB trajectories in the western

North Atlantic reach into this upper-level ridge and

most of them do not reach the 325-K level. One day later

(Fig. 3b), the outflow of the now very intense North

Atlantic WCB reaches 325K and ‘‘fills’’ the almost en-

tire upper-level ridge upstream of the elongating PV

streamer over western Europe. The averaged PV value

in the outflow of these WCB trajectories amounts to

0.23 PVU. This low PV, modified by diabatic pro-

cesses within the WCB, enhances the upstream neg-

ative PV anomaly at 325K and helps the streamer

formation (see also Massacand et al. 2001). Twelve

hours later (not shown), the effect is similarly strong.

This potential key role of WCBs for the upper-level

ridge amplification is the main reason for performing a

detailed study of the PV evolution along WCBs on

a climatological basis in sections 4 and 5. On the sub-

sequent day (Fig. 3c) there are no newly ascend-

ing WCB trajectories in the upper-level ridge, but the

WCB-enhanced low-PV anomaly and the PV streamer

farther south form a PV dipole, which is a fairly sta-

tionary flow configuration that can persist against

the large-scale westerly advection. At 1200 UTC

24 September (i.e., at the time of heavy precipita-

tion south of the Alps), a newWCB can be seen rising

from North Africa to central Europe (Fig. 3d), which

contributes in parts to the extreme precipitation.

This aspect of the linkage between WCBs and heavy

precipitation is further studied in the continuation

paper (Part II).

FIG. 3. Isentropic PV charts on 325K, in 24-h intervals from 1200 UTC 21 Sep 1993 to 1200 UTC 24 Sep 1993. Green contours denote

6-hourly accumulated precipitation. WCB trajectories starting 48 h earlier are shown as gray lines and a black cross is drawn if the final

WCB position is located above 325K.
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3. WCB climatology: Geographical distribution

and seasonal variations

The procedure outlined above to calculate WCBs has

been performed for all 2-day time periods during the 32

years from 1979 to 2010. For all identified WCB trajec-

tories, their positions have been aggregated on a regular

grid with 18 horizontal resolution to obtain climatolog-

ical WCB frequency fields, separately for the various

seasons.

a. WCBs starting regions

Figures 4 and 5 show the 32-yr climatology of the

geographical distribution of WCB frequencies for the

seasons December–February (DJF) and June–August

(JJA), respectively, for different stages during theWCB

life cycle. The WCB starting points (t5 0) are shown in

Figs. 4d and 5d. The unit corresponds to the percentage

of 6-hourly time steps during which at least one WCB

trajectory is located somewhere in the vertical column

represented by the grid point (e.g., at t5 0 h a value of 1

indicates that at 1% of the time instants during the

considered period at least one WCB trajectory starts its

2-day ascent phase at this grid point). In both figures,

panels a–c show the distribution of theWCB trajectories

144, 96, and 48 h before the start of the ascent, whereas

panels e–h show WCB locations 24, 48, 96, and 144 h

after the start of the ascent. The 1% contour of the

frequency field at t 5 0 h is shown in all panels as a ref-

erence (black contour).

In agreement with the earlier climatologies by Stohl

(2001) andEckhardt et al. (2004), we find thatWCBs are

more frequent during winter than during summer. WCB

starting regions (Figs. 4d and 5d) are in the NH winter

located between 228 and 428N and in summer in a larger

latitudinal range between 208 and 478N, whereas in the

SH the starting points are situated between 178 and 428S

in JJA and at similar locations, 198–428S, in DJF. Peak

values occur near 308N in the NH and farther equator-

ward in the SH.

In the NH winter the WCB starting positions reveal

two distinct maxima over the western North Atlantic

and North Pacific, respectively (Fig. 4d). They are in

agreement with the results of Eckhardt et al. (2004) and

are located to the south of the winter storm track en-

trance regions as indicated by cyclone climatologies

(e.g., Sickm€oller et al. 2000; Wernli and Schwierz 2006).

Note that the maximum frequency values reach almost

10%, indicating that at 10% of all 6-hourly time steps,

WCBs ascend from these regions.

In the NH summer a large maximum (with peak

values of 5%) occurs over the western North Pacific,

China, and Taiwan. This region is characterized by the

nearly stationary low-level baroclinic zone, known as

the mei-yu–baiu front, associated with a low-level jet

and a strong meridional humidity gradient (Ding and

Chan 2005; Ninomiya and Shibagaki 2007). Knippertz

andWernli (2010) suggested that themei-yu–Baiu front,

together with the EastAsianmonsoon, is responsible for

tropical moisture exports over the west Pacific in sum-

mer. These ingredients favor strong ascent of low-level

moist air masses and are able to explain the maximum in

the WCB frequency during JJA in the west Pacific.

Monsoon precipitation is active over India in spring

and summer. The strong continental warming compared

to the adjacent ocean leads to thermal heat lows over the

northern and central Indian subcontinent (Chen 2003).

Strong low-level westerly jets, partially driven by the

heat low, blow over the Arabian Sea and cyclonic vor-

ticity over the Bay of Bengal is established (Lau et al.

2005). These moisture-laden winds rush into the sub-

continent toward the Himalayas where they are forced

to rise. As a result in March–May (not shown) and JJA

a peak in the frequency of WCB starting points can be

observed along the southern foothills of the Himalaya

(with values .7%). This feature has not been found in

the previous climatologies by Stohl (2001) and Eckhardt

et al. (2004). In addition to requiring strong ascent, they

applied a criterion that the trajectories have to move at

least 58 to the north and 108 to the east in order to be

considered as WCB trajectories. This geometric crite-

rion eliminated theHimalayanWCBs, which show limited

northward and eastward movement during JJA (on aver-

age 98 to the east and 38 to the north). We decided to not

use such an additional criterion, first because it requires

additional subjectively chosen thresholds, and second be-

cause we found several WCBs that are located to the west

of their starting position after 48h, due to the strong cy-

clonic motion associated with the low pressure system.

In the SH, zonal variability is weaker than in the NH,

in particular during winter (JJA), when the starting

points are fairly equally distributed in the zonal direc-

tion with a maximum over South America and a mini-

mum over Australia (Fig. 5d). In DJF (summer; Fig. 4d)

the zonal variability is larger and WCBs are more likely

to start to the east of the continents (South America,

Africa, and Australia) and, with a distinct frequency

peak again, over South America in the lee of the Andes

[as found already by Eckhardt et al. (2004)]. This region

is known as a considerable cyclogenesis zone through-

out the year (e.g., Simmonds and Keay 2000; Vera et al.

2002; Wernli and Schwierz 2006). As shown by Mendes

et al. (2007), the presence of the Andes plays a major

role in controlling the location of cyclones. Additionally,

because of the topography a northerly low-level jet is es-

tablished through mechanical forcing (e.g., Campetella
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FIG. 4. Climatological frequency ofWCB trajectories inDJF (a) 144, (b) 96, and (c) 48 h before the start of the 2-day ascent, (d) at t5 0 h

(WCB starting points), and (e) 24, (f) 48, (g) 96, and (h) 144 h after the start of the ascent. Colors represent the relative frequency (in

percent) ofWCB trajectories at each grid point (see text for details). The black contour in all panels represents aWCB frequency of 1% at

t5 0 h. The magenta contour at t5 96 h in (g) denotes the polar regions where more than 10% of the WCB trajectories have an absolute

PV value larger than 2 PVU and are therefore in the stratosphere.
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and Vera 2002; Insel et al. 2010). Insel et al. (2010)

pointed out the central role of the low-level jet on the

moisture transport from theAmazon basin to the central

Andes. This region is also characterized throughout the

year by a frequency maximum of tropical moisture ex-

port events (Knippertz et al. 2013).

Farther poleward, between about 558S and the coast

of Antarctica, high cyclone frequencies are found around

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for JJA.
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the entire SH throughout the year (e.g., Sinclair 1995;

Simmonds and Keay 2000; Wernli and Schwierz 2006).

No WCB starting points occur in this region of intense

cyclone activity, as discussed by Eckhardt et al. (2004).

Because of the low temperatures less moisture can

evaporate from the ocean and obviously not enough

moisture is available to support the strong ascent re-

quired for WCBs. Some of these Antarctic cyclones

have their origin much farther north (see Figs. 11e,f in

Wernli and Schwierz 2006), and it is very likely that they

are associated withWCBs during the early phase of their

life cycle.

Finally, regarding the issues of atmospheric compo-

sition and aerosol–cloud interaction, it is interesting to

specifically consider WCB starting points over conti-

nents (where, e.g., dust and most anthropogenic emis-

sions occur). AlthoughWCB starting points dominantly

occur over the oceans (in particular in the NH during

winter), there are significant regions over land. In the

NH during summer, WCBs start over eastern North

America, Europe, and in particular northern India and

China. Constituents emitted in these regions can po-

tentially affect the evolution of clouds and precipitation

in WCBs starting from these areas. Of course, the

composition of WCB air parcels is also affected by their

pathway prior to the ascent phase, and therefore the

time evolution of WCB positions is considered in the

next section for times before (t, 0 h), during (0 h, t,

48 h), and after the ascent (t . 48 h).

b. Time evolution of WCB positions

Figures 4a–c and 5a–c show the WCB ‘‘source re-

gions,’’ that is, the WCB positions 6, 4, and 2 days prior

to the start of the ascent. In DJF, at t52144 h (Fig. 4a),

the trajectories are spread over large parts of the globe,

including polar and tropical regions. Many of them are

outside of the WCB starting points (shown by the black

contours), which indicates that most WCB air parcels

are transported into their region of ascent on a fairly

short time scale. This is discussed in detail in Part II,

which investigates the moisture origin of WCBs. Fre-

quency maxima occur mainly over continents (North

and South America, eastern Asia). In the tropics (con-

sidered here as the region between 208S and 208N), there

are substantial values over SouthAmerica and the South

Atlantic, and near-zero values over Africa, the Indian

Ocean, and west of South America. In JJA (Fig. 5a), the

pattern is fairly similar (compared to DJF) in the SH

(with larger values in the South Pacific), but markedly

different in the NH. Almost no WCB trajectories are

located poleward of 608N, they are less abundant over

the continents, and a clear maximum occurs in the

Indian Ocean and western subtropical Pacific.

During the next days (Figs. 4b,c and 5b,c) the fre-

quency distributions of course converge both from the

north and the south toward the patterns of the WCB

starting points at t5 0 h. Note as an exception that many

WCB trajectories starting in the South Pacific during

JJA are already located in or close to this area during the

previous days. The coherency of the WCB positions is

clearly largest at the start of the ascent phase (Figs. 4d

and 5d). This indicates that the conditions required for

the triggering of WCBs (availability of low-level mois-

ture, sufficiently strong baroclinicity, and upper-level

forcing of ascent) are only fulfilled in specific geo-

graphical regions, but that the inflow and, as discussed

now, ascent and outflow are more variable, leading to a

confluence of WCB air parcels prior to the ascent and

dispersion thereafter.

During the ascent (Figs. 4e,f and 5e,f), WCB trajec-

tories move eastward and poleward. This movement is

stronger in winter than in summer, when due to an en-

hanced baroclinicity stronger upper-level winds prevail.

The poleward motion in winter is on average 188 in both

hemispheres and only 98 (NH) and 128 (SH) in summer.

The mean eastward motion of WCBs is 358 (398) in

winter in the NH (SH) and 268 (358) in summer. WCB

outflow regions (i.e., their positions in the upper tropo-

sphere at the end of the ascent phase at t5 48 h; Figs. 4f

and 5f) are covering essentially the entire midlatitudes

with the largest values occurring over the North and

South Atlantic and Pacific, respectively. The outflow

regions extend to the downstream continents (e.g., to

western Europe and North America), indicating the

potential to transport pollution and trace substances

from one continent to another. In the winter hemi-

spheres WCB outflows reach the polar regions, whereas

in summer they hardly ever cross 708 latitude. Note that

at t 5 48 h peak frequency values over the midlatitude

oceans amount to more than 3%, indicating that air in

the upper troposphere in these areas just ascended

within a WCB with a substantial likelihood of a few

percent.

When they reach the upper troposphere and during

the subsequent days, WCBs lose coherency as indicated

by the large spread in Figs. 4g, 4h, 5g, and 5h. Their

distribution becomes more and more uniform and after

t5 96 h a shift of theWCB positions toward the equator

can be observed in both hemispheres and seasons, which

is very likely related to the upper-level wave activity. As

shown in the example in Fig. 3, the WCB outflow typi-

cally occurs into upper-level ridges. Farther downstream

they reach the western flank of the next upper-level

trough where they are forced to flow toward the equator.

Because of this effect we note that maxima in the WCB

frequency distribution at t 5 144 h (Figs. 4h and 5h)
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occur at similar latitudes as they did at t5 0 h (of course,

their characteristics differ strongly in pressure, u and q,

as discussed in detail in the next section).

4. Evolution of physical parameters along

WCB trajectories

The evolution of different parameters along WCB

trajectories is examined for different seasons and start-

ing regions. For this purpose we define six domains

(similar to Eckhardt et al. 2004), referred to as the North

Atlantic (NA), the Asian continent (AS), the North

Pacific (NP), the South Atlantic (SA), the Indian

Ocean (IN), and the South Pacific (SP) (see Fig. 2). In

the following the temporal evolution of (a) pressure,

(b) specific humidity and liquid and ice water content,

(c) u, and (d) PV along WCB trajectories is inves-

tigated. Again, we distinguish among the 10-day pre-

ascent phase (2240h, t, 0h), the 2-day ascent orWCB

phase (0 h , t , 48h), and the 10-day postascent phase

(48h , t , 288h).

a. Pressure

In Fig. 6a the time evolution of pressure is shown for

the North Atlantic WCBs during DJF. In the preascent

phase the spread of the trajectories’ pressure is large,

some trajectories are already in the boundary layer,

most of them are between 600 and 800 hPa in the lower

free troposphere, and others are in the upper tropo-

sphere, descending slowly to the boundary layer. To-

ward t 5 0 h their vertical positions converge near the

950-hPa level, from where they start to rise. During the

ascent phase the fairly high coherency of WCB trajec-

tories is noticeable as well as the fast ascent. Afterward

the spread in the pressure increases again. On average,

the trajectories descend, but this typically dry adiabatic

descent is much slower than the previous, strongly dia-

batic ascent. After 10 days, most of them are located in

the middle troposphere, but with a very large spread

from 250 to 900 hPa.

To get an impression of the pressure evolution of

WCBs in different regions and seasons, Table 1 presents

the averaged pressure evolution for all WCBs in six re-

gions during DJF and JJA, respectively. Some differ-

ences are found between the two seasons. In winter,

WCB trajectories start to ascend on average from about

930 hPa, whereas in summer they begin to rise from

a slightly higher level (880–900 hPa). Regardless of their

starting level, WCBs rise on average 625 hPa in winter

and 630 hPa in summer. During the first 24 h they rise

more slowly in winter than in summer and after 48 h they

are located around 295–315 hPa in winter while they rise

up to 245–280 hPa in summer. Large variations between

the different regions are found in the NH, especially

during summer. In the North Pacific the WCB outflows

reach the highest levels (on average 244 hPa, compared

to 279 hPa in the North Atlantic). In the SH, the WCB

ascent is similar in all regions even if during JJA (winter)

the variability is larger than in DJF (summer). After t5

96 h, WCB trajectories descend in all regions, with the

exception of the Asian continent in summer. This de-

scent is more pronounced in winter than in summer,

consistent with the steeper slope of the isentropes

due to the stronger meridional temperature contrast in

winter.

b. Specific humidity and liquid and ice water content

Figure 6b shows the temporal evolution of specific

humidity, q, along the North Atlantic WCBs in DJF.

During the 10-day preascent phase, trajectories typically

gain moisture, on average from about 2 to more than

9 g kg21. During the ascent phase, water vapor con-

denses and the specific humidity decreases to nearly

0 g kg21 at t 5 48 h. After the ascent, most WCB air

parcels remain very dry, although some get significantly

moister after a few days, most likely due to mixing with

ambient air and moistening by convection. Figures 6c

and 6d display the evolution of the liquid and ice water

content along the same WCB trajectories. Most air

parcels are cloud free during the preascent phase (the

median values of LWC and IWC are zero) and they

reveal pronounced peaks during the ascent phase due to

the condensation of water vapor and the freezing of

cloud droplets. Maximum values of LWC and IWC oc-

cur at about t 5 12 h and t 5 24 h, respectively. These

peaks during the ascent show the relevance of WCBs as

midlatitude cloud systems. In the postascent phase no

liquid water is contained in the WCBs for several days,

but low values of IWC are present in some WCB air

parcels during the days after the ascent.

We now focus in more detail on the ascent phase and

consider the evolution of q, LWC, and IWC during

the ascent as a function of pressure. Since the trajecto-

ries do not rise uniformly with time, complementary

information is obtained by regarding the evolution of

the parameters as a function of pressure instead of time.

Figure 7a illustrates the evolution of q with respect to

pressure for the North Atlantic WCBs in DJF. The

percentiles (gray areas) are only shown if at least 40% of

the trajectories are available at this pressure level. For

the levels 850, 700, 550, 400, and 300hPa, detailed quan-

titative information is given for several parameters and

WCB regions for the seasons DJF and JJA in Table 2a.

Low-level moisture values in WCB trajectories are

larger in summer than in winter (see, e.g., the values at

850 hPa in Table 2a), due to higher temperatures in the
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WCB inflow regions. In summer, the values of q in

WCBs at 850 hPa are slightly larger in the NH than in

the SH (Table 2a) and vice versa in winter, indicating

a more pronounced seasonal cycle of low tropospheric

humidity over the NH oceans. For the winter WCBs in

the North Atlantic there is a fairly linear decrease of q

with decreasing pressure, from about 8 g kg21 at

850 hPa to 0.1 g kg21 at 300 hPa (Fig. 7a and Table 2a).

FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of (a) pressure p (in hPa), (b) specific humidity q (in g kg21), (c) liquid and (d) ice water content (in

mgkg21), (e) potential temperature u (in K), and (f) PV (in PVU) alongWCB trajectories starting in the North Atlantic during DJF. The

preascent,WCB, and postascent phases are indicated by vertical lines. Black lines show themean values over all trajectories, gray lines the

median, and the dark and light gray areas represent the interquartile range (25th–75th percentiles) and the range between the 5th and 95th

percentiles, respectively.
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This decrease of water vapor along the ascending

WCB trajectories is due to condensation (primarily in

the early phase) and depositional growth of ice (in the

mixed phase cloud regime). Accordingly, as q is de-

creasing at lower levels, we observe an increase of the

LWC, which reaches maximum values at about 750 hPa

in winter, independently of the region (example shown

in Fig. 7b for the North Atlantic). In summer, due to

warmer temperatures, peak values of LWC are reached

at 650 hPa (not shown). As for q, averaged peak values

of LWC in WCBs are largest in summer in all the con-

sidered regions [.300mgkg21 (see Table 2c) compared

to .250mgkg21 in winter].

As the WCB air parcels continue to rise, liquid cloud

water freezes and water vapor is deposited onto ice

crystals. Hence, for instance, for winter WCBs in the

North Atlantic (Figs. 7b,c) we observe a decrease in

LWC and an increase in IWC between 750 and 500 hPa.

As for the LWC, the level of maximum IWC is higher

during summer (450 hPa; not shown), similar in all re-

gions. Mean peak values of IWC are about 150mg kg21

in summer and 125mgkg21 in winter. Because of the

continuous formation of precipitation, the total water

content along the WCB is steadily decreasing. In the

outflow of winter WCBs in the North Atlantic (i.e., at

300 hPa), the LWC is almost zero for all WCB trajec-

tories (Fig. 7b) whereas the mean IWC amounts to

about 30mgkg21 (Fig. 7c and Table 2d) with fairly large

variations. This clearly indicates the ability of WCBs to

produce cirrus clouds in their upper tropospheric out-

flow regions.As shown in Fig. 6d, the average IWC value

is rapidly decreasing after t 5 48 h. However, some

WCB trajectories are characterized by fairly persistent

cirrus clouds (note the light gray shading). It would be

interesting to investigate the upper-level flow pattern

that goes along with the existence of persistent cirrus in

the WCB outflow, compared to the more typical situa-

tion of a slow descent and concomitant vanishing of

the cloud.

c. Potential temperature

The latent heat release associated with the phase

changes during the WCB ascent (condensation, vapor

deposition, freezing) leads to a strong increase of the

WCBs’ potential temperature during the ascent (see

Fig. 6e). For instance, for winter WCBs in the North

Atlantic the mean net heating amounts to about 20K

between 850 and 300 hPa (see Fig. 7d). This net heating

varies with season and WCB region and can reach al-

most 40K (Table 2b). Note that the net heating values

are potentially also influenced by turbulent heat fluxes

in the marine boundary layer and radiative heating.

However, an estimate of the latent heating associated

with the diagnosed loss of q due to condensation re-

veals that latent heating plays the dominant role. In the

low troposphere (at 850 hPa) the range of averaged u

values over the different regions in the WCB inflow is

293–298K in winter and 302–308K in summer. In the

WCB outflow at 300 hPa, the air parcels reach mean

values of 313–321K in winter and 333–346K in summer.

The larger variability in summer is mainly due to the

high u values in the outflow of Asian and North Pacific

WCBs. This clearly shows that the cross-isentropic as-

cent of WCBs can reach at least to 315K in winter and

335K in summer, where they potentially modify the

synoptic-scale flow evolution. These potential temperature

changes are larger than those reported by Eckhardt et al.

(2004), mainly due to the separate consideration of the

seasons. The potential of WCBs to modify the upper-

level flow becomes evident when considering the PV

evolution along the cross-isentropic ascent, as done in

the next subsection.

d. Potential vorticity

The PV of an air parcel can only be changed by dia-

batic or frictional processes and is conserved along

adiabatic flows. Figure 6f shows the evolution of PV

along WCBs in the North Atlantic during winter for the

preascent, ascent, and postascent phase. Before the as-

cent we observe on average fairly low, typically tropo-

spheric PV values, followed by a steep PV increase

during the first part of the ascent and a decrease in the

second part. In the postascent phase some trajectories

reach more than 2 PVU, indicating a crossing of the

tropopause into the stratosphere. The latter process has

been reported in earlier trajectory studies (Stohl 2001;

Wernli and Bourqui 2002; Eckhardt et al. 2004). It is

likely a combined consequence of radiative heating gra-

dients associated with the pronounced humidity contrasts

in the surrounding of the WCB outflow and turbulent

mixing near the jet—issues that are not further inves-

tigated in this study (except that the magenta contours in

TABLE 1. Mean temporal evolution of pressure (in hPa) along

WCB trajectories in DJF/JJA starting from six different regions

(see Fig. 2). The WCB ascent occurs from t 5 0 h to t 5 48 h.

Time (h) NA AS NP SA IN SP

2144 762/868 773/891 724/898 834/771 856/754 864/757

296 817/897 834/906 785/913 867/830 897/824 900/828

248 903/924 896/912 891/923 901/898 930/912 929/910

224 941/933 922/912 939/923 915/927 936/944 935/939

00 935/906 921/876 939/879 900/924 904/934 902/926

24 533/494 530/413 533/432 444/534 455/546 440/487

48 310/279 298/240 313/244 271/298 271/309 268/296

96 406/317 441/242 427/259 327/427 323/439 314/395

144 449/349 496/247 465/274 360/479 350/488 339/440
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Figs. 4g and 5g indicate that at t 5 96h the fraction of

WCB trajectories that entered the stratosphere is largest

poleward of 608). However, the PV evolution during the

ascent, mainly related to latent heating processes and

documented previously by, for example, Wernli and

Davies (1997) andEckhardt et al. (2004), will be analyzed

in greater detail in the following. Key questions that are

addressed are whether the PV evolution during the as-

cent depends on the latitude of the ascent and/or on the

initial moisture value in the WCBs. In other words, we

test the hypothesis that a largermoisture content (leading

to stronger net latent heating) also leads to a more

FIG. 7. Evolution of various parameters for the North Atlantic DJF during the ascent phase of WCBs as a function of pressure for the

sameWCBs as shown in Fig. 6. The parameters shown are (a) q, (b) LWC, (c) IWC, (d) u, and (e) PV.Units, line conventions and shadings

are as in Fig. 6.
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pronounced increase and subsequent decrease of

PV. Clearly, since the diabatic material PV changes

are proportional to the gradient of the latent heating

(and not to the latent heating itself) and to the ab-

solute vorticity [cf. Eq. (2)], addressing this hypoth-

esis requires a detailed analysis as performed in the

next section.

In Fig. 7e the PV evolution during the ascent of

winter WCBs in the North Atlantic is visualized as

a function of pressure. At 850 hPa PV values are close

to 0.6 PVU and they increase toward higher levels. The

averaged maximum value of 0.71 PVU is reached at

700 hPa. However, variability is large and at 700 hPa

the 5%–95% percentile range extends from 0.23 to

1.37 PVU. At higher levels, PV typically starts to de-

crease and at 300 hPa the mean PV value amounts to

0.23 PVU. This climatological evolution of PV confirms

earlier results, for example, from the case study by

Wernli and Davies (1997), who showed that the typical

evolution of PV in a WCB is characterized by low

PV values in the lower troposphere, followed by an

increase and a decrease to again low values in theWCB

outflow. Also it confirms the similar PV evolution along

a WCB in an idealized moist baroclinic wave experi-

ment by Schemm et al. (2013), who also noted a slightly

reduced PV value in the outflow compared to the

inflow.

A qualitatively similar PV evolution along WCB tra-

jectories is found in all regions and for all seasons, of

course with negative PV values in the SH. However,

during summer both the initial PV values and the peak

values are slightly higher (see Table 2e). In the NH (SH)

regions, the largest mean peak PV values in winter are

0.71 PVU (20.73 PVU) and occur at 700 hPa, whereas in

summer they amount to 1.03 PVU (20.87 PVU) at an

altitude of 550 hPa (700 hPa). At 300 hPa, the largest

mean PV values amount to 0.24 PVU (20.22 PVU) in

winter and to 0.44 PVU (20.31 PVU) in summer. The

TABLE 2. Quantitative information (arithmetic means) of various parameters at different pressure levels along WCBs starting in six

different regions for DJF/JJA: (a) specific humidity q (g kg21), (b) potential temperature u (K), (c) liquid water content (LWC; mgkg21),

(d) ice water content (IWC; mgkg21), and (e) PV (PVU).

Region NA AS NP SA IN SP

(a) q (g kg21)

850 8.0/11.3 6.8/14.3 8.2/13.5 11.4/8.1 11.7/6.9 11.5/8.9

700 5.0/7.8 4.8/11.3 5.9/9.9 8.1/5.2 8.3/4.2 8.2/5.8

550 2.4/4.4 2.3/7.3 2.6/6.1 4.6/2.5 4.8/1.9 4.8/3.0

400 0.7/1.6 0.6/3.2 0.7/2.6 1.7/0.7 1.9/0.5 1.8/0.9

300 0.1/0.5 0.1/1.3 0.2/0.9 0.5/0.2 0.6/0.1 0.6/0.2

(b) u (K)

850 296/302 298/308 296/304 303/296 302/293 302/297

700 302/309 302/316 302/313 310/302 310/299 310/304

550 308/318 308/326 309/323 318/309 319/305 319/311

400 314/327 313/337 314/334 327/314 328/309 328/317

300 319/333 316/346 321/342 333/318 336/313 335/321

(c) LWC (mgkg21)

850 174/137 71/111 192/153 144/156 177/171 168/190

700 229/278 151/303 256/298 303/227 299/185 302/270

550 87/191 69/321 108/276 226/93 227/55 230/131

400 7/31 7/111 12/63 57/11 58/4 50/19

300 0.4/3 0.6/21 1.0/7 12/0.9 11/0.3 7/2

(d) IWC (mgkg21)

850 5/0 4/0 6/0 1/4 1/6 1/3

700 55/21 51/14 58/11 29/52 27/65 25/49

550 121/105 106/75 126/81 119/119 110/111 110/126

400 86/126 78/147 92/144 152/93 145/ 68 142/107

300 28/64 27/124 33/101 95/36 94/21 84/38

(e) PV (PVU)

850 0.63/0.79 0.32/0.51 0.61/0.79 20.61/20.61 20.74/20.62 20.66/20.55

700 0.71/1.00 0.47/0.73 0.69/1.01 20.76/20.73 20.87/20.71 20.78/20.62

550 0.61/1.00 0.42/0.75 0.57/1.03 20.71/20.63 20.84/20.57 20.76/20.53

400 0.33/0.68 0.19/0.59 0.30/0.81 20.44/20.32 20.55/20.27 20.49/20.27

300 0.23/0.42 0.13/0.35 0.24/0.44 20.25/20.22 20.31/20.21 20.27/20.21
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contrast between the different regions is remarkably

small.

To quantify how anomalous these low PV values in

the upper-tropospheric WCB outflow regions are, we

calculate for every WCB trajectory the difference

between the climatological PV value at the position of

the trajectory at t 5 48 h and the actual PV value of the

trajectory. This analysis is performed separately for

WCB trajectories that, at t 5 48 h, are located close to

340, 320, 300, and 280 hPa, respectively. The climato-

logical fields were taken as monthly mean PV values on

the respective pressure surfaces for the entire 32-yr pe-

riod. Figure 8 shows both the geographical distribution

of the temporally and vertically averaged PV anomalies

and the probability density functions (PDFs, only for

the NH) at the four pressure levels for DJF. The geo-

graphical distribution has been obtained by averaging

the PV anomaly values of all WCB trajectories that are

located in the respective grid box at t 5 48 h. The

anomalies are substantial and reach values up to 23

PVU in the NH and 13 PVU in the SH, indicating that

the WCB outflow occurs at altitudes that are, on aver-

age, in the lower stratosphere. Some regions with very

high frequencies ofWCB outflows (e.g., over the eastern

North Pacific and North Atlantic) are regions with

a climatological ridge (i.e., their climatological PV is

comparatively low). Therefore the same PV in the out-

flow of WCBs produces a weaker anomaly in these

regions compared to the climatological trough regions

(e.g., over Newfoundland), as shown in Fig. 8a. The

PDFs at the four pressure levels (Fig. 8b) nicely illus-

trate that the amplitude of the anomalies is fairly weak

for WCBs that only ascend up to 340 hPa (,2 PVU)

and much larger for WCB trajectories that rise to

280 hPa (up to 4 PVU). These are very significant

anomaly values, which quantify the overall relevance of

WCBs for producing upper-level anticyclonic circula-

tions that can further influence the downstream flow

evolution.

5. Detailed analysis of cloud diabatic PV

modification

a. Spatial distribution of high low-level PV

In the previous section we have illustrated that along

the ascending WCB trajectories, due to diabatic pro-

cesses, a positive PV anomaly forms at low levels and a

negative anomaly in the WCB outflow regions. Here we

first investigate if WCBs that produce particularly in-

tense positive PV anomalies in the lower troposphere

occur in preferred regions. To this end the 5% of tra-

jectories are considered reaching the largest PV values

between the surface and 500 hPa, separately for the two

hemispheres and the winter and summer seasons. In the

NH this 5% threshold amounts to 1.37 PVU in winter

and 1.81 PVU in summer. The values in the SH are21.28

and21.51 PVU, respectively. Trajectories that have their

maximum PV values at t 5 0 h are not considered, since

this anomalous PV might be of frictional origin. The se-

lectedWCB trajectories with high low-level PV (referred

to as HLPV trajectories) typically reach their peak values

at t5 6 h or t5 12h (not shown). (As a caveat it is noted

that we cannot exclude that some of these peak values are

influenced by frictional processes, but since the following

analysis of PV changes due to latent heating leads to

consistent results, frictional effects should be of minor

importance.) About three-quarters of these trajectories

exceed the threshold only at one 6-hourly time step,

FIG. 8. Quantification of PV anomalies in theWCB outflow in DJF. (a) Distribution of PV anomalies averaged for

all WCB trajectories located at t 5 48 h between 340 and 280 hPa. White contours denote areas where the relative

frequency of WCB trajectories at t 5 48 h exceeds 1%. (b) Probability density functions of the PV anomalies of

WCBs in the NH at 340, 320, 300, and 280hPa, respectively.
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indicating the ephemeral character of the diabatic PV

production. In winter, for less than 5% of the selected

trajectories the positive PV anomaly is so strong that the

threshold is exceeded for 18 h or longer. In summer, this

occurs more often, in about 10% of the cases. It would

be interesting to further investigate this subset ofWCBs,

in particular the impact of their intense and fairly

long-lived positive PV anomalies on the evolution of

the cyclone.

It is interesting to consider the spatial distribution of

the HLPV trajectories. Figure 9 shows at every grid

point the percentage of the WCB trajectories at t 5 0 h

that belong to the HLPV category. A strong meridional

gradient is evident. Trajectories starting their ascent

nearer to the poles are more likely to develop HLPV

(values larger than 50%) whereas trajectories closer to

the equator very rarely exceed the HLPV threshold.

This indicates that the latitude of the onset of the dia-

batic heating plays an important role in determining the

initial increase in PV. WCB trajectories that start closer

to the equator are likely associated with higher specific

humidity values (which is potentially favorable for

a strong diabatic PV modification), but they are also

characterized by reduced planetary vorticity. Given the

overall meridional gradient shown in Fig. 9 the latter is

obviously a very important factor. Intense latent heating

at low latitudes does not lead to a prominent material

change of PV due to the typically low value of absolute

vorticity [cf. Eq. (2)]. A similar result was found by

Martius and Wernli (2012), who showed that diabatic

effects in the subtropics have a negligible effect on the

PV distribution associated with upper-tropospheric jet

streams over North Africa.

b. Formation mechanism for high low-level PV

However, the latitudinal variation of planetary vor-

ticity is not the only factor affecting the diabatic PV

modification in WCBs, as indicated by the large spatial

variability in the North Atlantic, North Pacific, and in

the SH in the amount of WCBs that develop HLPV. To

further investigate this variability, we focus on WCB

trajectories in winter starting in a subregion of the North

Atlantic (see red box in Fig. 9). They have similar starting

conditions in terms of, for instance, latitude, planetary

vorticity, and sea surface temperature, and it is therefore

revealing to identify differences between the trajectories

that exceed the HLPV threshold and those that do not.

For this region the HLPV threshold (top 5% of maxi-

mum low-level PV values) amounts to 1.52 PVU. Con-

sidering separately the averaged evolution of specific

humidity and potential temperature for the two cate-

gories reveals hardly any differences, indicating that, on

average, the initial humidity and temperature are not the

key factors determining the subsequent PV evolution.

As a next step, we trace the vorticity (absolute and

relative) and the vertical gradient of the diabatic heating

rate along the WCB trajectories starting from the red

box region during the winter season (DJF) 2002. Figure 10

shows the mean, the interquartile range (25th and 75th

percentile), and the 5%–95% interpercentile range for

the HLPV category in red and for the non-HLPV tra-

jectories in gray as a function of pressure. Again, the

percentiles are shown only if at least 40% of the data are

available at the pressure level. Between 900 and 750 hPa

the mean vertical gradient of the diabatic heating is

slightly larger in magnitude (i.e., more negative) for the

FIG. 9. Spatial distribution at t5 0 h of the percentage of thoseWCB trajectories at each grid

point inDJF that exceed theHLPV threshold at some time along the trajectory, which amounts

to 1.37 PVU in the NH and21.51 PVU in the SH. The red box denotes the region between 558

and 408W and 408 and 508N.
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HLPV trajectories (Fig. 10a). However, the differences

are not significant since the interquartile ranges of the

HLPV and non-HLPV trajectories are strongly over-

lapping. In contrast, already at 900 hPa the mean abso-

lute vorticity of the HLPV trajectories is above the

interquartile range of the non-HLPV trajectories, and at

700 hPa the mean value of the former category is even

higher than the 95th percentile of the latter (Fig. 10b).

At this level (900 hPa), themean PV values of theHLPV

trajectories are also above the interquartile range of the

non-HLPV trajectories (not shown) so that the trajec-

tories in the two categories do not start with similar

initial conditions in terms of PV. We learn from this

analysis that HLPV and non-HLPV WCB trajectories

starting from the same region on average do not differ in

the vertical gradient of latent heating they experience

during their early ascent, but they differ in terms of their

initial PV (and absolute vorticity values). WCB trajec-

tories with higher PV at the start of the ascent are more

likely to develop very high peak values along the ascent.

The reason for this is that high PV typically implies high

absolute vorticity, which (for a given vertical gradient of

latent heating) leads to a larger material change of PV.

Finally, we restrict our analysis to WCB trajectories

starting with the same initial PV value (the subset of the

trajectories investigated above for which PV at t5 0 h is

within the 45%–55% percentile range) and separate this

subset again in the categories HLPV and non-HLPV.

For the two categories, we investigate the averaged time

evolution during the first phase of the ascent of PV, the

vertical gradient of the diabatic heating, and vorticity

(relative, absolute, and planetary). Figure 11a shows the

PV evolution; the values are very similar at t 5 0 h per

construction. During the next 6 h a PV increase is

observed for both categories, which is, however, much

stronger for the HLPV trajectories. Their median value

exceeds the 75th percentile of the non-HLPV trajecto-

ries at t 5 6 h. At t 5 12 h the differences between the

two categories are even more pronounced (median values

of 1.55 and 0.70 PVU, respectively). The differences are

still substantial at t5 18 h and decrease thereafter, when

mean PV values decrease along both categories ofWCB

trajectories. At t 5 0 h the vertical gradient of the dia-

batic heating (Fig. 11b) has similar values for both cat-

egories and the same is true for absolute vorticity h,

which is the sum of relative vorticity z (Fig. 11c) and the

Coriolis parameter (Fig. 11d). Six hours later we observe

that HLPV trajectories experience a stronger vertical

heating gradient (median values are more than twice as

large as for non-HLPV trajectories). Also their absolute

vorticity is slightly larger, but with a very large variance.

We can therefore infer that the intensity of the initial PV

modification is mainly determined by the vertical gra-

dient of the diabatic heating (for trajectories starting

with very similar PV values). After 12 h, the mean ver-

tical heating gradient is similar for the two categories of

trajectories (Fig. 11b), although even larger differences

in PV are observed. At that time the higher values of

absolute vorticity (Fig. 11c) cause a larger PV increase

despite similar heating gradients. Therefore the differ-

ent increase in PV between t5 6 h and t5 12 h is mainly

due to the difference in absolute vorticity. We finally

note that this difference is mostly due to the relative

vorticity z, which increases from vortex stretching due to

the upward increase in latent heating. The Coriolis pa-

rameter f increases steadily along the ascent sinceWCBs

are moving poleward. It is slightly larger for the HLPV

trajectories, but the medians of the two categories differ

FIG. 10. Comparison of the evolution of (a) the vertical gradient of diabatic heating and (b) absolute vorticity as a function of pressure

during the ascent phase of WCBs starting from the region in the red box (see Fig. 9) in DJF 2002. Mean, interquartile range, and the 5%–

95% interpercentile range are shown in red for HLPV trajectories and in gray for non-HLPV trajectories.
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much less for f than for z (0.143 1024 s21 versus 0.863

1024 s21 at t 5 12 h). To summarize, this detailed anal-

ysis has shown that the vertical gradient of the diabatic

heating is preferentially associated with the production

of high PV in the initial phase of the WCB ascent.

However, once PV is diabatically enhanced, the positive

feedback mechanism (higher PV on average goes along

with higher relative vorticity) becomes important, lead-

ing to a stronger PV increase along HLPV trajectories.

6. Discussion and conclusions

In this section, we first discuss the potential limitations

of this study and present a selection of results from

sensitivity studies. In the second part the main conclu-

sions are presented together with a short list of open

questions that follow from this first part of our WCB

climatology. Some of these questions are addressed in

Part II.

a. Potential limitations

This climatological study is based upon a specific

dataset and a particular algorithm to identify WCBs and

the question naturally arises whether the results are

robust with respect to the choice of the data source and

the WCB identification criteria. With respect to the

reanalysis data the main issues are the overall quality

of the model and data assimilation scheme, and the

temporal and spatial resolution of the dataset. Given

the fairly high resolution of the model version used

for ERA-Interim and the 4D-Var data assimilation

scheme, this reanalysis dataset is one of the state-of-the-

art products that are currently available to produce such

a climatology. Comparison with WCB calculations us-

ing recent operational ECMWF analyses, which have a

higher horizontal and vertical resolution (currently T1279

versus T255 used for ERA-Interim and 91 instead of

60 vertical levels), has shown that higher-resolution

FIG. 11. Box plot of the temporal evolution of (a) PV, (b) the vertical gradient of latent heating, (c) relative vorticity, and (d) theCoriolis

parameter for trajectories starting in DJF 2002 in the red box shown in Fig. 9 with similar initial PV values. Values for HLPV trajectories

are shown in red, and for non-HLPV trajectories in gray.
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analyses tend to produce more trajectories that fulfill

our WCB criterion of 600-hPa ascent in 48 h compared

to ERA-Interim. However the main WCB features

are very similar in the two datasets. This indicates that

quantitatively (i.e., in terms of the number of WCB

trajectories) the climatology presented in this study is

limited by the resolution of the reanalysis, but that the

overall climatological pattern can be regarded as ro-

bust. Another concern is the 6-hourly resolution of the

reanalyses, which can be a significant limitation for

rapidly evolving weather systems. Some studies (e.g.,

Legras et al. 2003) used a combination of analyses and

3-hourly forecasts to double the temporal resolution of

the wind fields. The latter effect is clearly beneficial;

however, the very short-range forecast fields might suf-

fer from spinup problems, leading to additional uncer-

tainty for the trajectory calculations. Despite these

limitations we trust that the ERA-Interim data allowed

us to compile a high-quality WCB climatology covering

the last three decades. Finally we mention the issue of

parameterized convection. It is known from tracer studies

(Agust�ı-Panareda et al. 2009) that a significant amount of

tracer can be ventilated by parameterized convection

processes alongWCBs. Thismight not be equally relevant

for allWCBs but is a process that is notwell represented in

global reanalyses and not explicitly captured by the tra-

jectory calculations. Further investigations, using high-

resolutionmodel simulations, on the effects of embedded

convection in WCBs would be highly valuable.

The secondmain source of uncertainty stems from the

identification algorithm. Our WCB trajectory selection

criterion is motivated by earlier case studies, as men-

tioned in the introduction, but it nevertheless suffers

from a certain degree of subjectivity. A threshold of

500 hPa for the ascent within 48 h, or an extension of the

considered period of ascent, would of course both lead

to an increased number of selected trajectories and

would still be compatible with the general concept of

WCBs as described in the pioneering papers by, for

example, Harrold (1973) and Browning et al. (1973).

The key question is whether these modifications of the

selection criteria would substantially change this study’s

results about the geographical distribution ofWCBs and

the evolution of key parameters along these airstreams.

To address this question, we performed some additional

calculations with altered selection criteria, 1) ascent of

500 hPa within 2 days and 2) ascent of 600 hPa within 4

days, for a particular region (the North Atlantic, as de-

fined in Fig. 2) and one season (DJF 1999/2000). The

general procedure (trajectory starting points, filtering to

select real WCB trajectories) was not altered. Using our

reference criterion of 600 hPawithin 2 days, 34 229WCB

trajectories are identified for the entire season. For

the modified criteria, this number increases to 236 664

and 131 858, respectively, which constitutes a massive

increase. As expected the absolute number of trajecto-

ries is highly sensitive to the selection criterion, in par-

ticular to the ascent threshold. This leads to an increased

frequency of WCB starting points at t 5 0 h (Fig. 12).

However, the spatial distribution does not change sub-

stantially. Noticeable is a slight poleward extension of

the starting region for the reduced ascent and a slightly

wider spread and equatorward extension for the longer

ascent time period. With the latter criterion some tra-

jectories are selected in the western Mediterranean.

Also for the evolution of q, LWC, IWC, u, and PV as a

function of pressure (not shown), the results are quali-

tatively very robust. Not surprisingly, with the reduced

threshold for ascent, the average initial humidity is

slightly smaller (about 7.2 instead of 8.5 g kg21 at

900 hPa), as well as the peak LWC at about 750 hPa, and

the integrated increase of potential temperature. The

mean PV evolution is very similar for all three selection

criteria, except of course for the fact that the low PV

values hardly reach pressure levels above 350 hPa with

the reduced threshold for ascent. As discussed above, at

this pressure level (and at lower altitudes), the typical

PV value of the selected trajectories (about 0.3 PVU)

does not constitute a very strong negative PV anomaly

in contrast to the trajectories characterized by an ascent

FIG. 12. Frequency of WCB trajectory starting points (i.e., positions at t 5 0 h) in the North Atlantic during DJF 1999/2000 for three

different selection criteria: (a) ascent of 600 hPa in 48 h, (b) ascent of 500 hPa in 48 h, and (c) ascent of 600 hPa in 96 h.
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of at least 600 hPa. It is mainly for this reason that we

regard our original WCB trajectory selection criterion

as meaningful: it identifies strongly and rapidly as-

cending air parcels with maximum latent heating and

the most substantial impact on the upper-level flow

evolution.

b. Main conclusions

The present study presents a global WCB climatology

using ERA-Interim data from 1979 to 2010. As in pre-

vious WCB studies, a Lagrangian approach has been

used to identify WCB trajectories characterized by an

ascent of at least 600 hPa in 48 h, which occurs in the

vicinity of an extratropical cyclone. The main conclu-

sions of this first multidecadal WCB climatology can be

summarized as follows:

1) WCBs start their ascent mainly over the oceans

within 208–478N and 178–428S. In agreement with

the previous climatology by Eckhardt et al. (2004),

WCBs are more frequent in winter than in summer

with a stronger seasonal cycle in the NH. Frequency

peaks of WCBs are found in the NH storm track

regions (mainly in DJF) and, throughout the year, in

the lee of the Andes where a low-level jet transports

moisture to the WCB inflow region. During the

Indian monsoon period, moisture-laden winds are

oriented toward the Himalaya range, leading to a

high WCB frequency. Thus WCBs are particularly

frequent in regions with intense baroclinicity and

high low-level moisture content.

2) The 10-day backward extension of WCB trajectories

reveals fairly widespread pathways to the regions of

WCB ascent. In the SH transport from the subtropics

typically dominates during this preascent phase,

whereas the NH reveals strong seasonal variability

with strong transport from the extratropics during

winter and from the subtropics during summer. Dur-

ing the ascent,WCBs propagate rapidly poleward and

eastward, and they fan out covering almost the entire

extratropics during the 10 days after the WCB ascent

phase.

3) The evolution of key variables along the WCB

trajectories during their preascent, ascent, and post-

ascent phases reveals the coherent nature of WCBs

during their ascent. WCBs are moistened in the

preascent phase and as they start to rise the specific

humidity decreases strongly due to condensation and

the formation of precipitation. Accordingly, during

the ascent, there is first an increase in the liquid and

then in the ice water content. At the end of the as-

cent (i.e., in the WCB’s outflow regions) cloud ice is

present, indicating the potential of WCBs to form

cirrus clouds in the extratropical storm-track regions.

The mean increase in potential temperature due to

latent heating during theWCBascent depends on the

region and season and amounts to 18–38K, with the

most pronounced increase during summer. WCB out-

flows occur between 313 and 321K in winter and 333–

346K in summer, depending on the region considered.

4) Cloud diabatic processes modify PV during theWCB

ascent leading to a robust PV evolution along NH

WCBs with low PV values around 0.5 PVU in the

low-tropospheric inflow, a positive anomaly in the

midtroposphere, and again low values in the WCB

outflow region (in the SH accordingly with negative

PV values). The low-PV values in the WCB outflow

correspond to intense negative PV anomalies due to

the strong cross-isentropic ascent ofWCBs to regions

that are climatologically in the lower stratosphere.

Diabatic PV changes along WCBs generate there-

fore positive PV anomalies at low levels, which are

potentially important for the cyclone evolution, and

strong negative anomalies at the tropopause level,

which can have a strong impact upon the downstream

flow evolution.

5) A detailed investigation of the diabatic PV produc-

tion in the early phase of theWCBascent reveals that

1) very strong positive PV anomalies occur prefer-

entially alongWCBs starting poleward of 408 latitude

indicating the importance of planetary vorticity for

the diabatic PVmodification; 2) forWCBs starting in

the same region, relatively high initial PV (typically

going along with high absolute vorticity) is important

for an intense subsequent diabatic PV production;

and 3) forWCBs starting in the same region and with

similar initial PV values a strong vertical gradient of

latent heating is crucial for a strong increase of PV.

This analysis emphasizes that both the vertical gradi-

ent of the heating and absolute vorticity are important

for the formation of low-level positive PV anomalies,

but not necessarily the absolute humidity value in the

inflow of WCBs.

These results corroborate the role of WCBs as key

cross-isentropic airstreams, which are crucially impor-

tant for the formation of mixed-phase clouds in the

extratropical storm tracks, cirrus clouds in their outflow,

and both positive PV anomalies in the lower and nega-

tive anomalies in the upper troposphere. Important

open questions that follow from this analysis include the

following: 1) What percentage of the global precipita-

tion is associated with WCBs? 2) Do WCBs typically

contribute to light and moderate intensity precipitation

or do they also contribute to heavy precipitation events?

3)Where are the oceanic moisture sources ofWCBs and
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what is the typical time period between ocean evapo-

ration and condensation within WCBs? 4) What is the

role of the positive PV anomalies produced in the early

ascent phase of WCBs for the cyclone life cycle? 5) Do

the negative PV anomalies in the WCB outflows con-

tribute to the formation and/or maintenance of atmo-

spheric blockings? 6) How important are mixed-phase

and cirrus clouds formed along the WCB ascent and in

the WCB outflow for the global cloud radiative forcing?

7)Howwell areWCBs simulated by global high-resolution

weather prediction and lower-resolution climate models?

8) How sensitive is the PV evolution along WCBs to

the models’ cloud microphysical scheme? 9) How

relevant are errors in the amplitude of and PV evolu-

tion along WCBs for the prediction of the downstream

flow? Part II addresses the first three of these questions.

Additional studies are underway to shed further light

on the other aspects of this important midlatitude flow

phenomenon.
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